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Control over the intensity, shape, direction and phase of coherent light is 
essential in numerous fields, from gravitational wave astronomy, quantum 
metrology and ultrafast sciences to semiconductor fabrication. Modern 
photonics, however, can involve parameter regimes where the wavelength 
or high optical powers involved restrict control due to absorption, 
light-induced damage or optical nonlinearity in solid media. Here we 
propose to circumvent these constraints using gaseous media tailored by 
high-intensity ultrasound waves. We demonstrate an implementation of this 
approach by efficiently deflecting ultrashort laser pulses using ultrasound 
waves in ambient air, without the use of transmissive solid media. At 
optical peak powers of 20 GW, exceeding previous limits of solid-based 
acousto-optic modulation by about three orders of magnitude, we reach 
a deflection efficiency greater than 50% while preserving excellent beam 
quality. Our approach is not limited to laser pulse deflection; gas-phase 
photonic schemes controlled by sonic waves could potentially be useful  
for realizing a new class of optical elements such as lenses or waveguides, 
which are effectively invulnerable against damage and can operate in new 
spectral regions.

The main underlying parameter governing the propagation of light in 
a medium is the medium’s refractive index, n. Tailoring n represents an 
important foundation for many photonic control schemes1–5. When an 
optical wave propagates through a medium, its phase velocity changes 
from c0, the speed of light in vacuum, to c0/n. This ultimately leads  
to a change in phase and intensity. For example, an interface between 
different refractive indices causes a change in propagation direction 
of light both in reflection and transmission1. The strength of this effect 
depends on the difference between the refractive indices Δn and the 
incident angle6. Large refractive index differences on the order of 

Δn ≈ 0.5 can be reached at the boundary between gases and transpar-
ent solids for most optical wavelengths7. This is a key reason why bulk 
media are used almost exclusively for optical elements such as lenses, 
mirrors, waveguides, among many others.

However, with the rapid progress in high-peak-power laser tech-
nology8 and applications9–11 reaching into novel wavelength regimes12,13, 
established solid-based control schemes face severe limitations. 
Compared to gases, glasses are transmissive only in a relatively small  
spectral range; they restrict the optical peak and average power 
through light-induced damage14, as well as thermal lensing15, and cause 
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of the carrier-envelope phase28 and optical gating29. Employed as AO 
tunable filters30 and as programmable dispersive filters31,32, AO devices 
have been used to spectrally select and shape the phase of ultrashort 
pulses. The AO medium used to carry the acoustic wave determines the 
characteristics of the AOM. A number of crystalline33–36 and liquid37–39 
materials have been used, with TeO2 and crystalline germanium being 
the most common. Other works demonstrated the AO effect for similar 
applications such as mode locking or lensing in liquid media40–42, with 
limitations very similar to bulk-based AOM.

Employment of a gas as the AO medium has so far only been 
reported with low diffraction efficiencies: for the far infrared using a 
high-pressure gas vessel43, in the mid-infrared to modulate intracavity 
losses for He–Ne and Ar-ion lasers in cylindrical configurations21, and 
as a beam sampler20, demonstrating the AO effect using ambient air as 
the AO medium. Here, however, the diffraction efficiencies were very 
small, and in the case of ref. 21, no diffracted beam could be separated 
or characterized. This can be attributed to the acoustic properties of 
gases setting severe technical challenges: the first one is the low Δn 
in gases, arising from the pressure modulation Δp and the emerging 
temperature differences with Δn ≈ Δp × (n − 1). Even for high sound 
pressure levels (SPLs) of, for example, 140 dB, Δn in air reaches values 
on the order of only 10−7. The second challenge is the high ultrasound 
field absorbance for even comparatively low F, effectively limiting the 
acoustic frequencies to values below a few megahertz44. To ensure 
efficient AOM in gases, two requirements must be met. First, to ensure 
strong scattering24, Δn must be large enough, and a shallow incidence 
angle must be used to take advantage of high Fresnel reflectance at 
grazing incidence. Separability of the diffracted and transmitted beams 
sets a lower bound on the incidence angle and thus on F. For example, 
a Gaussian beam with a 1/e2-radius of w0 = 3.5 mm in the NIR (λ = 1 μm) 
has a diffraction-limited beam divergence of θ0 ≈ 100 μrad. Using 
equation (2), we determine that a beam deflection angle of 2θB ≥ 4θ0 
requires F ≥ 135 kHz for AOM in air. Second, the transducer length L 
must be optimized with respect to Δn and the angular acceptance25,45,46. 
Although a small Δn demands a large AO interaction length, the angular 
acceptance shrinks with growing L. Figure 1a illustrates the principle 
of AOM employing a shallow angle in air, where spatial separation of 
transmitted and deflected beams is enabled in the far field.

Results
Basic characteristics of gas-phase AOM
Our experimental demonstrations of gas-based AO are carried  
out in ambient air using ultrashort laser pulses centred at 1,030 nm. 
Figure 2a shows a schematic of the experimental set-up, which employs 
all-reflective bulk optical elements. An incident laser beam passes seven 
times across an ultrasound field volume with a diameter of 7 cm to 
increase the interaction length while keeping the ultrasound trans-
ducer at a reasonable size. The employed multi-pass scheme effectively 
increases L. A side effect is an acoustic phase added every pass due to an 
acquired vertical shift of the laser beam. This acoustic phase can influ-
ence the diffraction and must be considered for set-up optimization. An 
ultrasound transducer generates the ultrasound field and an optional 
planar reflector mounted to reflect the acoustic waves enhances the 
SPL by creating a standing ultrasound wave. After AO interaction, the 
laser beams are routed to diagnostics, enabling characterization of 
the beam quality and power in all diffraction orders. The transducer 
operates at F = 490 kHz, yielding an acoustic wavelength of Λ = 700 μm. 
This leads to illumination of approximately ten acoustic wavelengths, 
as shown in Fig. 1c. The Klein–Cook parameter for this geometry is 
Q = 6.5 according to equation (1), placing the interaction geometry 
approximately into the Bragg regime.

The light source for our first experimental demonstration is 
a fibre-coupled mode-locked laser delivering ultrashort pulses 
(~150 fs) at a pulse repetition rate of 54 MHz. For this experiment, we 
used an average output power of a few tens of milliwatts, preventing 

losses at boundary layers. For intense or ultrashort pulses, additional 
restrictions arise due to dispersion and nonlinear optical effects  
such as self-focusing16. One powerful route to circumvent some of these 
limitations has been opened by meta-optics17,18, relying on nanostruc-
tured dielectric media.

An entirely different route is the employment of gaseous  
photonic media. In contrast to solids, gases are immune to damage 
and support about three orders of magnitude higher peak powers at 
very little dispersion within large spectral regions. Their refractive 
index, however, is very close to 1, limiting Δn for gas-based photonic 
systems. In addition, creating a static refractive index boundary in 
gases poses a technical challenge. However, in the limit of small incident 
angle (grazing incidence), light reflection can still occur even for small 
Δn. In nature, this phenomenon is well known: in a mirage, layers of  
air at different temperature levels, with Δn on the order of only 10−5, 
can substantially alter the optical path7. Applying similar principles, 
gas-phase refractive elements2 such as lenses19, beam samplers20 and 
intracavity acousto-optic (AO) loss modulators21, as well as gratings 
using multiple plasma layers22, have been developed.

Strikingly, more advanced gas-based schemes enabling supe-
rior control options including efficient acousto-optic modulation 
(AOM) have not yet entered the photonics field. In this Article, we 
demonstrate a novel light control method employing highly intense 
ultrasound waves in air. To achieve this, we engineer a transmissive 
optical Bragg grating by periodic sinusoidal pressure modulation23 
using high-pressure ultrasound, enabling efficient AOM in ambient air.

Acousto-optics, from solids to gases
The field of acousto-optics describes the interaction between optic 
and acoustic waves. Upon interaction of the two waves, quantized as a 
photon and a phonon, they can scatter24. Momentum and energy con-
servation lead to partial redirection and a frequency shift. This enables 
direct control over the optical frequency, propagation direction, phase 
and intensity through the AO effect via the readily accessible acoustic 
frequency F (100-MHz range for solid media) and the acoustic power. 
The acoustic wavelength Λ appears as a periodic modulation of the opti-
cal refractive index with a magnitude on the order of Λ = V/F ≈ 10 μm, 
where V is the speed of sound. When the refractive index modulation 
depth Δn(x, t) is sufficiently high and the interaction length L is large 
enough25, optimal conversion into the first diffraction order m = +1 can 
be achieved by phase-matching of the diffracted and incident (m = 0) 
waves. This interaction type is called the Bragg regime, where scatter-
ing into higher diffraction orders is minimized. Bragg diffraction is the 
most commonly used diffraction regime for AO modulators and deflec-
tors25 as opposed to the Raman–Nath regime, where higher orders are 
typically present26. The Klein–Cook parameter (Q)24

Q = 2πλLF 2

nV 2 cosθ
(1)

quantifies the diffraction regimes, with Q ≪ 1 defining Raman–Nath 
diffraction and Q ≫ 1 (typically used Q ≥ 7) Bragg diffraction24,25. Here, 
θ is the incident angle, n denotes the average refractive index and λ is 
the optical wavelength.

In the Bragg regime, conversion is reached when the angle θ 
between incident beam propagation direction and the acoustic wave-
fronts fulfils the Bragg condition

sinθB =
λF
2V (2)

Diffraction efficiencies into the (m = +1) order of close to 100%  
have been achieved in solid-state AO modulators, and these are 
widespread in modern photonics. Applications include active 
Q-switching and cavity dumping by loss modulation27, stabilization 
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any nonlinear effects. Beam delivery via a polarization-maintaining 
single-mode fibre ensures an excellent spatial beam quality (Fig. 1b), 
corresponding to a beam-quality factor of M2 = 1.04 in both axes. The 
collimated beam is subsequently sent into the ultrasound field at 
θB ≈ 0.75 mrad relative to the sound wavefronts. Following the AO 
interaction, the output beam exhibits interference fringes caused by 
the interference of all transmitted diffraction orders (Fig. 1c). In the far 
field (Fig. 1d), the diffraction orders are separated by 2θB ≈ 1.5 mrad, an 
angle almost an order of magnitude larger than the beam divergence. 
Transmitted and diffracted beams display an M2 of 1.15 in both axes 
for both beams (m = 0, m = +1), demonstrating that an excellent beam 
quality is maintained upon AO interaction.

Figure 2b displays the measured diffraction efficiency, defined  
as the ratio of the optical power in the first (m = +1) order and the  
input optical power, as a function of SPL for two configurations—with 
(red) and without (blue) acoustic reflector. In addition, the numerically 

calculated efficiency is displayed for both configurations. The simu-
lations employ finite-element methods (FEMs) for two-dimensional 
(2D) acoustics simulation, and nonlinear split-step Fourier methods  
for 2 + 1-dimensional optical beam propagation (Methods). The 
sound field simulations are based on transducer surface velocity data 
extracted via laser-Doppler vibrometry. We adjust the ultrasound field 
strength by scanning the supply voltage of the driver of the ultrasound 
transducer. The voltage is tied to the transducer’s surface velocity 
and therefore to the induced SPL. The SPL is difficult to determine as 
acoustic microphones typically impact the sound field, particularly 
for a standing-wave configuration. We therefore choose to calibrate 
the SPL for the standing-wave case by fitting the measured data points 
to the simulated efficiency curves. For the travelling-wave config-
uration, we use a commercial optical microphone to calibrate the  
SPL. The efficiency trace displayed in Fig. 2b (orange dots) shows  
excellent agreement with the numerical simulations (dashed line).  
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Fig. 1 | Schematic of ultrasound-assisted angular deflection of a laser beam in 
air. a, A laser beam (red) in a gaseous medium entering a sound field at a shallow 
Bragg angle relative to the sound field wavefronts (purple). Bragg-type AOM 
leads to efficient deflection of the incident beam at twice the Bragg angle and 
at higher diffraction orders carrying minimal energy. b–d, Camera-measured 

beam profiles and corresponding centred lineouts along the diffraction axis 
of an approximately Gaussian-shaped incident beam (b), directly after the AO 
interaction, exhibiting interference-induced fringes (c), and in the far field 
(d). The data were recorded in a multi-pass set-up that enabled an increased 
interaction length.
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M1 and M2 of the multi-pass folding geometry are indicated in blue. The resulting 
beam path is marked red. The optional acoustic reflector is shown in light blue.  
b, Maximum achieved conversion efficiency into the first diffraction order 
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together with the simulated signals (black dashed line). Standing acoustic 
wave data points are fitted to simulated data. The applied driver supply voltage 
boundaries are indicated. c, Time evolution of the relative powers of diffracted 
(m = +1) and transmitted (m = 0) orders of both standing (St., light/dark blue 
lines) and travelling (Tr., orange/purple dashed lines) wave configurations.
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The simulations indicate that the travelling-wave configuration exhibits  
a slightly higher diffraction efficiency within the explored SPL range. 
This effect may be explained by a more homogeneous sound field for 
the travelling-wave case and/or inaccuracies in the numerical model 
for the resonant acoustic wave. The maximum efficiency is obtained 
using the acoustic reflector, yielding a diffraction efficiency into the 
first order exceeding 50%. In comparison, the travelling wave without 
reflector can only deflect up to 20% of the incident power. Strikingly, 
the numerical simulation indicates much higher diffraction efficiencies 
with further increased SPLs.

The two configurations, employing both travelling and standing 
waves, exhibit a vastly different temporal behaviour. The temporal  
characteristics were measured using photodiodes and are shown in  
Fig. 2c, corresponding to the data points obtained at maximum voltage  
displayed in Fig. 2b. The travelling-wave case displays a constant 
relative optical power for both diffraction orders. In contrast, the 
configu ration using an acoustic resonator modulates the laser beams, 
reflecting the temporal amplitude oscillation of a standing wave with 
a modulation frequency equal to 2F ≈ 1 MHz, entering the megahertz 
range. Although a perfect standing wave expectedly exhibits periodic  
instants in time where the ultrasound field vanishes completely,  
we observe that the diffracted beam does not completely vanish. We 
attribute this to the acoustic field not exhibiting exclusively a funda-
mental transverse mode but showing phase variations across the radial 
extent of the ultrasound resonator.

Although resonant AOM enables modulation and switching of 
optical signals at 2F, non-resonant (travelling wave) AOM offers more 
versatile temporal modulation options at reduced rates. Both the 
speed of sound V and the beam diameter, as well as the transducer’s 
response, define the AO rise time, which determines these rates. In our 
experiment, we determine the 10% to 90% rise time for non-resonant 
AOM to be 32 μs (Methods), corresponding to a possible modulation 
frequency in the 100-kHz range. This may be improved by reducing the 
transducer rise time and/or employing gases with higher V.

Gigawatt-scale AOM
In a second experiment using the same optical set-up, we employ 
ultrashort (760 fs) pulses with a pulse energy of up to 15.2 mJ and a 
corresponding peak power of up to 20 GW, delivered by a high-power 
laser amplifier47. The laser operates in burst mode (Methods) with 
an intra-burst average power of 3.5 kW. Figure 3a presents a camera 
image of the transmitted beam where no AO interaction has occurred 
(ultrasound transducer off), that is, the laser beam simply propagates 
through the set-up using the guiding mirrors. Figure 3b shows the 
transmitted beam profile with the active transducer. Finally, Fig. 3c 
shows the spatially separated diffracted order at a diffraction efficiency 
of ~25%. The ultrasound transducer was operated at a lower SPL com-
pared to the maximum values shown in Fig. 2b, limited by the driving  
electronics hardware available at the time of the experiment. The 
measured efficiencies match those obtained using the fibre-coupled 
light source. In this experiment, the diffracted and transmitted orders  
are spatially separated by 16.5-m beam propagation of a low-power 
fraction of the output beam behind the AO interaction and measured 
via a lens telescope and a camera. Figure 3d,e shows centred lineouts 
of the beam profiles along the transverse (Fig. 3d) and diffraction  
(Fig. 3e) axes, respectively. The very similar beam shapes and sizes 
indicate preservation of the beam quality.

The peak power is limited by the onset of self-focusing, expected 
when exceeding the critical power of air (~5–10 GW)48. We observed 
this onset in our experiments at a maximum peak power of 20 GW as a 
slightly reduced beam diameter following ~4 m of beam propagation. 
Figure 3f presents the parameters peak power and optical wavelength 
used in our experiment (red star), together with estimated parameter 
regimes supporting AOM in helium (yellow shading) and air (blue 
shading). The commonly used bulk AOM materials quartz/fused silica 
(purple shading) and TeO2 (green shading) are shown for comparison, 
along with reported values of a record peak power obtained using bulk 
AOM49 employing KG(WO4)2 (crystals; blue diamond). The critical 
power and linear absorption define the displayed limits (Methods). 
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Possible limitations arising due to geometrical restrictions such as a 
minimum diffraction angle supporting beam separation are not taken 
into account. The figure clearly shows the superior peak power per-
formance of the demonstrated gas AOM, exceeding earlier records by 
more than three orders of magnitude50. In addition, the figure indicates 
the potential to extend gas-based photonic devices such as AOM tech-
nology into the ultraviolet and beyond, as well as into the mid-infrared.

Conclusion and outlook
In this Article, we have demonstrated efficient and beam quality- 
preserving deflection of gigawatt-scale laser pulses via AOM in ambient 
air while entirely omitting transmissive bulk optics. Our results demon-
strate a major peak power boost for AOM, limited by the critical power of 
the gas-phase AO medium. Considering lighter gases and/or gas media at 
reduced pressure, gas-phase AOM can prospectively be scaled further, 
approaching the terawatt regime. Contrarily, the use of heavier gases 
with larger refractive indices and/or higher gas densities may enable 
diffraction efficiencies dramatically exceeding 50%. Alternatively, more 
advanced ultrasound transducer schemes targeting increased SPL could 
enable an efficiency boost, as indicated by our numerical simulations. 
In addition, using gases as AO media opens a route towards AOM in new 
spectral regions—ambient air is transmissive in ranges from ~250 nm 
towards the NIR and mid-infrared, thus exceeding the transmission band 
of solids dramatically. Noble gases such as helium can prospectively sup-
port an even wider spectral range, including the ultraviolet region down 
to ~50 nm and the transparent window for photon energies above 1 keV.

Gas-phase AOM can thus be expected to open entirely new para-
meter regimes for AOM technology, with great prospects for applica-
tions such as optical switches and pulse pickers, beamsplitters and 
combiners, phase modulators, spectral filters, dispersion control and 
many more. This means that the limited acoustic modulation frequency 
has to be taken into account. Moreover, the concept of employing 
gas-phase media tailored via intense ultrasound waves can be further 
expanded beyond AOM, opening the door to versatile gas-based pho-
tonics. This may include lenses, waveguides, optical gratings and con-
siderably more, translating photonic devices from solid-state media to 
the gas phase, thereby opening a new field—gas-phase sono-photonics.
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Methods
Numerical methods
We performed in-depth numerical simulations of the underlying 
acoustic and optic phenomena resembling the presented experimen-
tal set-up. The simulation consisted of two building blocks. The sound 
field is simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics. This sound field is then 
converted to a refractive-index field. This refractive-index field is then 
used as an input to the optical simulation, which is performed using 
the laser pulse propagation and nonlinear optics software Chi3D51. 
The acoustic model uses the FEM52 of COMSOL Multiphysics. The 
large ratio between the acoustic wavelength (0.7 mm) and the dia-
meter of the reflector (75 mm) necessitates a large grid, so a 2D model 
is employed. The geometry considered for this model is sketched in 
Extended Data Fig. 1. It takes into account an ultrasound transducer 
implemented as an acoustic aperture with a diameter of 70 mm and, 
optionally, a reflector with thickness of 10 mm and diameter of 75 mm. 
The distance between the reflector and the ultrasound transducer 
is 19 mm. The sound field is generated by considering a periodic 
displacement of the acoustic aperture, represented by a spatially 
non-uniform distribution of the normal velocity of the ultrasound 
transducer surface. To closely match our experiment, measurements 
of the ultrasound transducer surface velocity in resonance are con-
ducted using a laser-Doppler vibrometer (LDV)53.

Extended Data Fig. 2a shows the 2D results of the LDV measure-
ments without a reflector. Extended Data Fig. 2b shows the result of a 
line scan along the 2D transducer aperture such that it approximates 
the position of the modulated optical beams in our experiments inside 
the transducer–reflector arrangement. This 1D dataset is then used 
as the input to model the sound field. To resemble the experimental 
conditions, air at a pressure of 1,000 hPa, 21.1° C and 42.5% relative 
humidity is used as the material, and a perfectly matched layer (PML) 
is used to complete the model. This ensures absorption of all emitted 
waves leaving the transducer–reflector arrangement, representing 
an infinite propagation space for the acoustic waves. The ultrasound 
wave propagation simulations are based on solving the Helmholtz 
equation and include linear acoustic propagation and thermoviscous 
effects. We then convert the arising pressure field to a refractive-index 
modulation field Δn. Here, we consider influences arising from 
deviations from normal pressure (Δp/p0) and ambient tempera-
ture (ΔT/T0) using the modified Edlén equation54,55. We linearly  
approximate the modified Edlén equation around the ambient condi-
tions with refractive index n as

Δn = (n − 1) × [Δp/p0 + ΔT/T0] (3)

Extended Data Fig. 1b shows the emerging Δn field used in our simu-
lations and indicates the position of the ultrasound transducer and 
reflector.

The optical simulations employ a split-step Fourier algorithm 
incorporating linear and nonlinear laser-pulse propagation effects. 
This includes dispersion, self-phase modulation, Kerr lensing and 
diffraction. This simulation considers 2 + 1 dimensions. The effect 
of the ultrasound pressure field is incorporated by adding a spatially 
dependent phase every propagation step dz, leading to an expression 
of the optical electric field at z + dz of

E (ω, y, z + dz) = E (ω, y, z) × exp {ikΔn (ω, y, z)dz} (4)

where E is the electric field, z and y are the spatial coordinates along  
the optical propagation and diffraction axes, respectively, ω is the  
optical frequency, k is the wavevector, and Δn(ω, y, z) is the refractive- 
index modulation amplitude. In our simulation, we propagate the 
laser pulse seven times through the simulated sound field, reflecting 
the experiment. The parameters used in the simulation are listed in 
Extended Data Table 1.

Detection methods
Optical. We employ several detection methods for beam quality 
and diffraction efficiency measurements. They rely on two different 
approaches for separating the diffracted and transmitted beams. 
For efficiency and beam quality (M2) measurements, we separate the 
diffracted order from the transmitted order using a D-shaped mirror 
placed approximately in the focal plane of a lens. Additionally, the 
weak higher diffraction order (m = +2) is removed using a knife edge. 
Although the energy content of the m = +2 beam is very low, it will still 
distort the beam-quality measurement. The beam-quality parameter 
M2 is determined using a commercial beam profiler (Ophir-Spiricon 
M2-200s). The efficiency is measured by comparing the power of dif-
fracted and transmitted orders using photodiodes after separation of 
the orders. This approach is verified by placing a camera in the geomet-
rical focus of a lens and comparing the integrated pixel brightness of the 
m = +1 diffracted order to all orders. Finally, a lens telescope collimates 
and magnifies the output to a 1/e2 radius of 3.3 mm. The beam profile 
images, as displayed in Fig. 1d, are measured using a fibre-coupled 
AOM as a fast shutter spliced into the deli very fibre before entering the 
gas-AOM set-up to mitigate temporal averaging over multiple modula-
tion cycles of the acoustic field. The fibre AOM gate time is set to 72 ns 
and is thus much shorter than the ultrasound field period (~2 μs) and 
the camera exposure time. For the low-optical-power tests, an NKT 
ORIGAMI 0-10LP custom model fibre-coupled laser source is used.

The time delay between the camera exposure window and the 
acoustic wave can be adjusted with a delay generator (Quantum  
Composers Model 9514). For Fig. 1c,d and for the M2 measurements, the 
delay is adjusted to the maximum diffraction efficiency, resembling 
measurements at the peak of the ultrasound field cycle. By adjusting 
the delay for the M2 measurement, we are able to show that the beam 
quality is independent of the exact delay setting, and thus independent  
of the ultrasound amplitude. An in-depth explanation of the tem-
poral measurement characteristics is provided in the following. For 
the high-optical-power experiment, an Amphos 5000 amplifier is 
employed. No fast shutter supporting the peak power was available. 
Thus, the beam profile was measured using a camera after 16.5 m of 
propagation with the beam path folded over multiple plane mirrors, 
leading to spatial separation of the transmitted and diffracted orders. 
Before this propagation and immediately after the AO interaction, 
a weak portion of the beam is sampled. After the propagation, the 
diffracted and transmitted orders separate and are selected using a 
beam aperture. The beam profiles are measured using a camera and a 
commercially available telescope (Thorlabs BE05-UVB). The camera, 
telescope and diaphragm settings and distances are identical for all 
three beam profiles (Fig. 3a–e), and only the final guiding mirror is 
tilted to select a single diffraction order.

Acoustic. For the measurements of the travelling-wave configuration, 
an optical microphone is used—an XARION Eta100 Ultra membrane-free 
optical microphone56, specified up to 180 dB. This is placed 1 cm over 
the ultrasound transducer with the sensor oriented at an angle of  
45° to avoid the formation of a standing wave.

Temporal characteristics
The main signals relevant for our experiment display rather complex 
temporal gate characteristics. The ultrasound transducer is operated 
in bursts so as to mitigate thermal effects and potential damage. The 
burst frequency is 5 Hz and the burst duration ~1 ms. The low-power 
experiment is optically gated, and the high-power laser also oper-
ates in bursts. Extended Data Fig. 3 details the temporal character-
istics over these bursts for both experiments. Extended Data Fig. 3a 
displays the gate of the gas-based AOM applied to the AOM driver, set 
to a duration of 918 μs, which corresponds to 450 acoustic cycles at 
490 kHz. Extended Data Fig. 3b shows the driver current, which reaches 
7.5 A at a supply voltage of 16 V. The data are measured at a reduced 
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supply voltage to avoid saturation of the current probe. Extended Data  
Fig. 3c displays the time evolution of the relative powers contained 
in the m = 0 and m = +1 orders for both configurations, with and with-
out the acoustic reflector. The build-up of a standing wave after the 
first pass of the acoustic wave is visible when the reflector is used. At 
approximately the fifth acoustic pass, an equilibrium is reached. The 
signal deteriorates slightly over time due to discharge of the capaci-
tor banks of the AOM driver, as seen in the behaviour of the driver cur-
rent. Extended Data Fig. 3d,e presents expanded views of Extended Data  
Fig. 3c that contain the initial build-up phase used to extract the 10–90% 
rise time (30 μs) as well as the steady-state signal later in the burst. The 
beam diameter of 2w = 6.6 mm gives a lower bound for the rise time, 
which for air (V = 343 m s−1) is 12 μs, assuming an instantaneous transducer 
response. The rise time is thus limited by the transducer rise time. The data 
agree with the transducer rise time extracted from the temporal build-up 
of the driver current (Extended Data Fig. 3b). Finally, Extended Data Fig. 3f 
displays the reconstructed burst shape of the high-power laser, displaying 
both the peak pulse energy and the relatively constant burst. Through the 
delay generator, we synchronized the gas-AOM gate to the laser burst.

Parameter regime estimation
This section explains in detail how the parameter regimes of  
Fig. 3f are estimated. Here, the spectral and peak power regimes in 
which the gas-based AOM and potentially other gas-based photonic 
devices may be operated are visualized in the range from below 0.1 nm  
(or photon energy > 10 keV) and up to 15 μm and for optical peak power 
ranging from ~100 W to 10 TW. We display the operation regimes for 
the gas-phase media of ambient air (blue) and helium (yellow) and the 
widespread crystalline AO media quartz (purple) and TeO2 (green), 
indicated using coloured areas, fading out towards unusable regimes. 
The displayed spectral limits are defined considering linear absorp-
tion in the medium using reported reference data: ref. 57 for ambient 
air, ref. 58 for helium in the extreme ultraviolet and ref. 59 elsewhere, 
refs. 60,61 for quartz and ref. 62 for TeO2. In wavelength ranges where 
substantial absorption occurs, the colour is transparent. In the case 
of TeO2, due to the lack of transmission data for wavelengths longer 
than 3.5 μm, this area is marked with a dotted line.

We estimate a limit for the optical peak power using the critical 
power, a lower bound for the power at which self-focusing and beam 
collapse will occur after sufficiently long propagation. The critical 
power for a Gaussian beam profile can be calculated as63

Pcritical ≈
0.151λ2
n (λ)n2

(5)

The critical power depends on the optical wavelength λ, the 
wavelength-dependent refractive index n(λ) and the nonlinear refrac-
tive index n2. This value is independent of beam size, so the applica-
ble range may be extended beyond the critical power by limiting the 
propagation length in the medium and increasing the beam size. For 
this reason, we choose the critical power as a reference for the limit, 
but fade the colour out in the range [Pcritical; 10Pcritical].

The used wavelength-dependent refractive indices are taken from 
ref. 64 for air, refs. 65,66 for helium, refs. 67,68 for quartz and ref. 69 for 
TeO2. For helium, for λ > 1 μm we assume n to be constant due to the lack 
of reference data. The nonlinear indices were assumed to be constant 
over the displayed wavelength range, and taken from ref. 70 for air, ref. 71  
for helium, ref. 72 for quartz and ref. 62 for TeO2. This assumption is 
not justifiable at very high photon energies where a nonlinear index is 
not available. This corresponding parameter region therefore does not 
display a clear peak power bound, as indicated by the dotted markers.

Data availability
All data and materials used in the analysis are available in the text, 
Methods, Extended Data or from the authors upon reasonable request.

Code availability
All code used in the analysis is available from the authors upon reason-
able request.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Schematic of the geometry used for the acoustic 
simulation. a, A perfectly matched layer (PML) surrounds the air-filled region. 
UT is the ultrasound transducer with an active area which exhibits a normal 
surface velocity distribution characterized using LDV measurements (see 

Extended Data Fig. 2). The optional reflector is indicated (Refl., purple area). b, 
The resulting refractive index modulation obtained from the COMSOL model 
and the LDV measurements.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Raw data of the LDV measurements of the employed ultrasound transducer. a, Spatial distribution of the normal surface velocity of the 
ultrasound transducer. The red line indicates the approximate line-out location used for the 2D acoustic simulation. b, The extracted one-dimensional surface velocity 
along the red line displayed in a.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Temporal characteristics of key parameters used for 
the reported experiments. a, Gate for the gas-AOM driver. b, Gas-AOM driver 
current. c–e, Relative powers of diffracted (m = + 1) and transmitted (m = 0) 
orders of both standing (St., light/dark blue lines) and travelling (Tr., orange/

purple lines) wave configurations. f, The reconstructed optical burst shape of 
the gigawatt-scale laser system. Red dots indicate individual pulses used for the 
pulse energy calculations.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Simulation inputs

Parameters used for the numerical simulations of the gas-phase acousto-optic interaction.
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